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	Fluid Volume Monitoring with Glucose Dilution, 9784431471929 (4431471928), Springer, 2007

	Academic medicine can be very satisfying. I am pleased when I see one of

	my residents takes excellent care of a seriously injured patient. I am pleased

	when a junior member of the faculty publishes a really good paper. I am

	pleased when the program attracts an especially good group of residents.

	Sources of satisfaction can be multiple when one is a teacher, but Ishihara

	has presented me with one of the best.





	He has taken an idea, which arose from a related research project in 1979,

	and devoted his career to exploring every ramification and answering almost

	every question related to it. The related research had to do with the mechanism

	of hyperglycemia in various states of general and regional anesthesia.

	The idea that triggered his imagination was to use glucose as a marker for

	the measurement of central extracellular fluid (ECF) volume. His exhaustive

	work forms the material for this book.





	He has studied animals and humans, healthy people and sick. He has

	answered the pressing questions, whether simple or complex. He has compared

	his technique to the recognized gold standards of analysis in a wide

	variety of complex clinical situations. When I say a wide variety of complex

	clinical situations, I mean patients in his intensive care unit with severe hemorrhagic

	hypovolemia, congestive heart failure, respiratory failure on longterm

	ventilator support, adrenal insufficiency, and metabolic imbalance on

	insulin infusions. His studies have always been directed to the goal of

	improved decision making in the area of fluid therapy and inotropic support.

	His dedication has paid off. He has the answers. The initial distribution

	volume of glucose (IDVG) is a valuable marker of central ECF volume and a

	valuable guide to therapy. Why then has it not become more popular? I believe

	because it is too simple and does not generate profit for anybody but the

	patient. It does not involve computers or expensive new drugs. It does not

	posses an army of salesmen who promote its virtues in the coffee rooms of

	relaxing anesthesiologists and intensivists.
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Digital Signal Processing Using MATLAB for Students and ResearchersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	I was once asked what signal processing is. The questioner thought it had something

	to do with traffi c lights. It became clear to me at that moment that although the

	theory and practice of signal processing in an engineering context has made possible

	the massive advances of recent times in everything from consumer electronics to...

		

Protecting SQL Server DataRed gate, 2009

	For as long as there has been something to communicate between two persons there has been data. Today, vast volumes of it are gathered about almost every individual and business. It is the information that we provide when we sign up for an account at our favorite website, fill out a job application, or apply for a mortgage.


	These...


		

Group Cell Architecture for Cooperative Communications (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	Driven by the increasing demand for capacity and Quality of Service in wireless cellular networks and motivated by the distributed antenna system, the authors proposed a cooperative communication architecture? Group Cell architecture, which was initially brought forward in 2001. Years later, Coordinated Multiple-Point Transmission and...





	

Modeling and Analysis of Telecommunications NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A timely and relevant analysis of today's complex call     models
     In today's world of ever-expanding telecommunications options, here is an     advanced-level text that covers the mathematical methods used in the analysis     of modern telecom networks, with emphasis on a variety of call models such as     quality of service (QoS) in...

		

Continuous Delivery and DevOps: A Quickstart guidePackt Publishing, 2012

	Streamline and optimize your workflow with this fast and engaging guide to continuous delivery and DevOps. Delivering quality software every time will become a way of life.


	Overview

	
		Real world and realistic examples of how to go about implementing continuous delivery and DevOps
	
		Learn...



		

MIMO System Technology for Wireless Communications (Electrical Engineering and Applied Signal Processing)CRC Press, 2006
Use of multiple antennas at both ends of wireless links is the result of the natural progression of more than four decades of evolution of adaptive antenna technology. Recent advances have demonstrated that multipleinput-multiple-output (MIMO) wireless systems can achieve impressive increases in overall system performance. The potential to provide...
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